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What does Gold- Backed mean?

The Chinese Elders have been accumulating gold for hundreds of years. They are

gold-rich. Some of their gold was loaned to the Central Banking System so that it

could fund the rebuilding of Europe after the many war-torn years from World Wars

I and II

BTW they never returned it but used it to start their financial empire to enslave humanity. This is the Central Bank Banking

System./2

Maybe this is why one of the conditions to use their gold for the QFS is the demise and full disclosure of the Central Bank

banking system before the RV can take place./3

The Elders have caves of hidden gold and are now using it to gold-back the currencies in the QFS for every country in the

world. It is important to understand that the QFS and the money it is about to release is all brand-new currency./4

It was designed by the Alliance to fund the new financial system that will reset all Currencies of the world to Gold-Backed

currency./5

The Government leaders of all 209 countries of the world signed this agreement to allow GESARA and this new Quantum

Financial System to be implemented worldwide by the Alliance./6

An electronic, digital, gold certificate, will be the vehicle used to back the currency. Each Kilo of gold that is stored by the

Elders has an identifying serial number. That means that each Kilo is “identified” and can be used to back a certain amount

of currency./7

Each increment of currency will be given a “digital gold certificate.” This digital certificate refers back to the specific Kilo of

Gold Bullion that has been set aside and “identified” to back that specific increment of currency./8

The gold certificate process is valid for all currencies regardless of the country of origin.

There will be a digital tag to indicate the name of the currency that the certificate belongs to. If you want to transfer, say

$100, the QFS will transfer 100 digital certificates./9
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The value of the certificate is always an extension of the Kilo of gold bullion that it is assigned to. This saves hauling gold

around with us.10/10

-Ron Giles-
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